Designing the electronic structure and reactivity of metal oxides through strain, d-band filling and oxidation state
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Metal oxides are used throughout catalysis as supports and active materials. Despite their ubiquity, it remains difficult to predict the reactivity of even model oxide surfaces. In stark contrast, there are well known correlations in metals and alloys for predicting their electronic structure and reactivity in terms of simple concepts such as strain, ligand effects and ensemble effects and the their effect on the electronic structure of the metals, particularly the d-band [1-3]. Effects of strain have been shown to be significant in oxide properties [4]. Oxides are notably more complex than metals; there are many more possible structures, oxides can tolerate nonstoichiometries in oxygen content that are simply not relevant in metals, and defect chemistry can dominate the electronic properties and reactivity in some cases. Nevertheless, the development of understanding in oxides analogous to that of metals is critical to enable the design of new materials at the nanoscale with desirable electronic structure and reactivity.

We have been developing a combined experimental/computational program to develop the understanding required to advance the design of new oxide materials with desired properties. We synthesize thin films (1-500 nm) of perovskites grown epitaxially on single crystal perovskite supports to introduce controlled amounts of strain into the thin film. We then utilize chemical reactivity probes to measure the effects of the strain on the reactivity of the thin films [5, 6]. In some cases we see a two order of magnitude increase in reactivity with strains of order 1%. In parallel, we are using density functional theory calculations to calculate the electronic structure and reactivity of perovskites. The figure shows how the d-band width of the B atom in the perovskite varies with strain, in accordance with a simple solid state physics-based model [7]. We are currently extending this work to develop models of perovskite reactivity that are analogous to those found in metals.
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